The climate crisis: What's GIRI's role,
and how can we respond?

What is climate change?

Time History of
Atmospheric Carbon
Dioxide, by CIRES & NOAA

A Brief History of Carbon
Emissions | #EarthToParis |
GOOD

Follow us on Facebook https://
www.facebook.com/CIRESnews
and Twitter https://twitter.com/
CIRESnewsCredit: Andy
Jacobson, CIRES/NOAA* Related
news story: ht...

Get Involved: Share your voice
to make sure we have the
strongest climate agreement
possible in Paris. http://
www.earthtoparis.org/#getinvolvedHow much have...

Youtube

Global Warming from 1880
to 2020
Earth's global average surface
temperature in 2020 tied with
2016 as the warmest year on
record, according to an analysis
by NASA.Continuing the planet's
lon...
Youtube

Youtube

What has climate change got
to do with construction?

Total human CO2
emissions = 36,000,000 Kt

Reduce impact?

Play PPT Video

Therefore
we shoiuld...
Visualising global carbon emissions
This video was created in partnership with Bill Gates, inspired by
his new book "How to Avoid a Climate Disaster." Find out more
here: http://gatesnot.es/3bd...
Youtube

Cement

Build for Resilience?

Construction

What influences the way the construction industry
responds to the climate crisis?
Who's in charge?
How should GIRI respond to the climate crisis?

My name on a postit

Nick

Bengt

Ben

Not seen
anything
like X
before

ANdrew
Green

Its someone else's
problem to deal wih

There has to be
Industry regulation

Evryone should take
a lead bothe
indivudually and up
to global

we all need to lead!

GIRI can help to make
the link between
voiding error and
reducing emissions

Emphasising the
impact of error
reduction on waste

a leader leads but a
team manages the
vehicle

less error improves
outcomes for
sustainability - less
waste

GIRI is a broad base
of influencers - use it!

Continue it's campaign to
encourage construction
organisations to reduce
error and at the same time
use it's influence to improve
error regulation

I cannot hear
anything...anybody
else go the same
problem?

We shouldn't forget one
of our key aims - reduce
error in construction. This
can reduce waste and
therefore carbon

Errors and all associated forms of
'waste' are money, resources and
emissions that are adding no value,
everyone should be able to agree on
their elimination so it is less 'messy' or
complex - great opportunity for GIRI to
make this link and spell it out as much
as necessary

we don't celebrate
success enough.
Debola

I think leadership at industry
level is a bit like leadership at
organisation level - your
seniority should not stop you
demonstrating leadership (but
should is the operative word)

Barry

Alexie

Gavin

Sometimes too
time consuming
to research all
elements
thoroughly

Climate change is
more noticeable
than ever - more
action against it
being taken

easier
solutions
adopted

Helena

Colin

Don't want to
be the first to
try something
new

If they're not
doing it, why
do we need
to

Big, true changes,
radical innovations
and creative shifts
are irreversible

We wait for others
to act first and
assess the
implications before
taking action.

Not following statusquo attracts risk.
Clients want low risk
solutions, even if they
say they want
innovation.

It is hard to enough
to build with
established
materials, methods
and machines on
time, on budget,
safely etc.

Make too
many
assumptions

Project
pressures can
suppress
innovation
Reluctant to admit
that things are
wrong or don't
believe we have
time to change
course

own personal
agendas and beliefs
often eclipse the
need to do what's
best for the
community

CC Coms are
communicated in
terms of loss. The
fear of loosing out
is very powerful.

should consider
project benefits as
well as
(environmental)
costs.

Everyone can/should
be in charge

To have a
tangible
connection
with an issue

Climate Change impacts
are not communicated
in a way they impact on
individuals

We tend to stick with
what we know and not
investigate a more
efficient option. If it has
always worked why
change it is a common
refrain.

We can believe
that the problem
is too big for our
actions to have an
impact

bulk
materials
availability

Who care about
Polarbears?

So many different
cabon methods
and models and
tools - which to
believe??

Who are these
sustainability
consultants that
know nothing
about design and
delivery???

Seeing the
results is
important

Don't always
create things
that are fit for
purpose

we tend to
be more
reactive than
proactive
The scale of climate
emergency seems too
big, and removed from
everyday construction
activities

Why should
we change if
no one else
is?

we use our
past
experience to
base our
decisions on

cost/sq ft measure
of cost and income
is too simple to
take account of
value.

We don't dig
deep enough
into the issues
with research
and data
collection

If those leading the
industry aren't
addressing the
climate agenda,
those following
won't do a thing

direction of the route
is essential

Needs to be a change in
behaviour and culture and
that can only be achieved
through regulation.
Otherwise we will get lip
service at best.

no one at the
moment. It has to be
regulated policy

